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About Me...
I truly believe that I am being utilized as a vehicle of change in the
health and wellness arena and that through this Vemma experience I
am being allowed to transform many lives international capacity
towards better health and overall wellness. In this way my life and
mission has been multiplied to reach many as opposed to only serving
in one local area. The Vemma experience allows the ordinary man a
chance to do extraordinary things while simultaneously improving his
overall physical health. What better gift could be offered to a human
being than a gift of health and wealth? What good is all the wealth in
the world if you do not have the health to enjoy it? I see this
experience as a lifetime calling and I pursue it with both passion and
vigor. I am determined to fulfill and achieve my set and written goals.
My message is a message stemming from my back round as a
medical doctor seeking for real answers as to opposed to merely
following the traditional allopathic model. Vemma offers an integrative
approach to modern medicine by providing raw material which can be
harnessed by the human body allowing it to heal itself. I encourage
everyone to take a solid look at mangosteen when searching for
answers in the health arena. Welcome to the Mangosteen Revolution,
it is perhaps the single greatest revolution of our times! Mangosteen
will be bigger without a doubt than aloe vera ever was when it first
bursted onto the scene in 1978.

Why I Do This...
My passion for spreading an disseminating health related information
all around the globe. I therefore take it seriously and do it
passionately. This experience is in complete alignment with this goal
affording me a chance to explore the world and follow passion. This
information is empowering both from a health and as financial
perspective. It leads to upliftment of self and to the development of
financial security allowing individuals to leave a legacy to their
respective families for generation yet unborn. Hippocrates said it best
when he said “Let food be your medicine and medicine be your food!”
320BC.
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